
Sudan Witness

How Sudan Witness verifies
and maps Sudan’s burnt
villages
METHODOLOGY AND CASE STUDIES ON FIRES IN SUDAN

The Map of Fires in Sudan is an effort of Sudan Witness to provide a visual display of data
the project collected and verified on villages targeted with fire in Sudan, primarily the Darfur
region.

Sudan Witness was established in April 2023 by the Centre for Information Resilience (CIR)
in response to the outbreak of armed conflict within Sudan. Since then, Sudan Witness has
been tracking where and when villages have been damaged by fire, specifically in the Darfur
region, where there are repeated reports of attacks that could amount to crimes against
humanity and violence that could develop into renewed campaigns of ethnic cleansing.

Analysis by Sudan Witness shows that at least 68 villages were damaged by fire in the six
months between 15 April and 15 October 2023, some more than once. Some villages almost
fully burnt down, while others were damaged on a smaller scale.

This article explains the interactive map created by Sudan Witness to document villages
damaged by fire in Sudan and the methodology behind the documentation, including case
studies of fire events in El Geneina (West Darfur) and Sekali (South Darfur).
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Map of Fires in Sudan

Sudan Witness launched an interactive map that allows viewers to navigate the data
collected and verified by the project. Each point on the map represents a fire event: a fire
that happened on a specific day, or several consecutive days, in a specific area.

Viewers can explore the map by panning across different locations in Sudan and zooming in
and out. Viewers can use the legend’s filter function to only view information of interest, and
select different data layers and views, such as satellite view. To learn more about a specific
event, viewers can click fire events on the map to open a pop-up window with more
information, including links to relevant satellite imagery, media and other information.

Figure 1: The Map of Fires in Sudan allows panning, zooming, filtering and clicking on fire events to
view detailed information about the event.
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Methodology on the verification of burnt villages in Sudan

Sudan Witness relies on an array of tools and techniques to identify, verify and report on
burnt villages. The project utilises multiple formats of data to verify where, when and – in a
number of cases – what happened on the day of the alleged fire event. This includes
geospatial data on thermal anomalies from NASA, satellite imagery, media reports and photo
and video footage taken on the ground and posted to social media.

This section briefly outlines the practical steps taken to verify fires in Sudan. The next
section explains each step in more detail.

Data Collection: NASA FIRMS, Reports and User-Generated Content

Sudan Witness monitors three types of resources to collect fire claims: traditional and social
media for reports on fires, user-generated content and satellite data. This includes data from
NASA’s Fire Information for Resource Management Systems (FIRMS)*, a satellite monitoring
tool that provides near-real-time information on locations with heat anomalies.

After collecting claims or allegations of fires, Sudan Witness investigators conduct further
open-source investigations and proceed with the verification process.

*NASA FIRMS stands for National Aeronautics and Space Administration Fire Information
for Resource Management System. A further explanation of FIRMS follows under ‘How
Sudan Witness identifies, verifies and reports on fires’.

Verification: Geolocation and Satellite Imagery Analysis

The next step of the investigation and verification process involves analysis of satellite
imagery, and potentially includes geolocation.

Satellite imagery can be used to search an area of interest, helping to:

● Identify whether plumes of smoke or active fires are visible on the dates of a claimed
fire incident, or on the dates that NASA FIRMS detected heat anomalies.

● Compare imagery captured before and after a potential incident to assess whether
fire damage or burn scars were detected.

If fires are identified in user-generated content posted on social media, geolocation
techniques can be used as an alternative way to verify their location. Geolocation is a
process used to determine the exact location where a photo or video was taken or recorded.

While the verification process usually includes all of the elements above, the order of these
steps can vary greatly. For example, instead of identifying potential fires on NASA FIRMS
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If fires or smoke plumes are identified in footage, geolocation techniques can be used to
identify the location of the fire event. An example is shown in figure 3, which shows a
geolocation of a video in which plumes of smoke are seen in Murnei, West Darfur. Fires in
Murnei occurred on 27 June 2023 and subsequent days, and videos and images started to
appear online weeks after.

Sudan Witness investigators collected these pieces of footage to create a stitched panorama
from a TikTok video. This was juxtaposed with satellite imagery from Google Earth/Airbus, to
mark landmarks in both images to confirm the location.

Figure 3: Geolocation of a video by comparison of satellite imagery and a stitched panorama created
from still images of a video filmed on a hill south from Murnei, during the attack on the city. The video
was most likely filmed on 27 June [12.938491, 22.88339]. (Source: TikTok (below) / Airbus (top) /

Annotation by Sudan Witness)

Just as the location of an event can often be verified using geolocation techniques, the date
and time of events can sometimes be verified using chronolocation techniques, that is the
determination of the exact date and time footage was recorded. However, not all footage
subject to investigation contains enough information to be chronolocated. Sudan Witness
investigators corroborate geolocation and chronolocation techniques with NASA FIRMS and
satellite imagery analysis to increase the confidence level of when a fire has happened.
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Verification - Satellite Imagery Analysis

Analysis of satellite imagery can be used to confirm the location and the timing of fire
events, often within a range of a couple of days. For this analysis, Sudan Witness utilises
various publicly available resources for satellite imagery and multispectral imagery, as well
as imagery captured by commercial providers.

Resolution and multispectral banding

High-resolution imagery, low-resolution imagery and multispectral imagery are all useful for
the verification process. Low-resolution imagery does not provide the same level of detail as
high-resolution imagery, but is often freely available and more frequently updated.
Copernicus Sentinel-2 for example, is usually updated every five days, and also has
multispectral imagery available.

Multispectral imagery is captured with not only visible light, but also with different regions or
‘bands’ of the electromagnetic spectrum, or specific wavelengths, such as infrared. These
images require a higher level of interpretation as they look different from ‘true colour’
images, but provide information normally not visible to the human eye. Compositing these
bands creates filters such as False Colour Composite (FCC), which is highly useful for the
detection of fire and fire damage.

The value of multispectral imagery is demonstrated with a mosaic of Sentinel-2 images in
figure 4, captured within a 10-day period of a village about 35 kilometres east from Nyala.
The top row displays images in ‘true colour’, as humans would see it naturally. The centre
row shows multispectral ‘false colour’ imagery, which can help to identify the fire in the
centre image. The images in the bottom row of figure 4 are processed with a custom script
which contrasts fires even more clearly, uncovering a red and yellow shade in the 26 April
image (bottom right in figure 4), which in this case most likely displays a smouldering fire.
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September 2023, but also one year before on 2 September 2022 (figure 10, left), and in
August 2021 as well.

Figure 9: Waste burn pits at the outskirts of Haskanita [11.950930,26.630504], East Darfur. (Source:
CNES/Airbus / Annotation by Sudan Witness)

Figure 10: FIRMS heat anomalies in Haskanita [11.950930,26.630504], East Darfur, on 8 September 2023 (right)
and the same period in 2022 (left). (Source: / Annotation by Sudan Witness)

Sudan Witness classified this event as a false positive. False positives do not appear on the
map, but are kept in a separate database in case new data surfaces that warrants additional
investigation.

In cases where Sudan Witness does not have enough data to verify the relevance of a fire
event, a public note is added to the fire event on the map. These notes are visible in a
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pop-up window that appears after users click on a fire event on the map. For example, in
cases where little damage is observed post-event and reports of combat in the same period
exist at the same time, a note reading ‘possibly combat related’ is added to the fire event.

A second methodological challenge concerns limitations and errors in the available data.
Weather conditions can prevent fire detection, or interfere with satellite analysis. Further,
settlements in Darfur are not always visible on maps, and some do not have official names,
which makes searching for them difficult. Such limitations make it difficult to create a full
picture. To overcome some of these challenges, investigators at Sudan Witness make the
most of other resources where possible. For example, Sentinel-2 imagery is used for the
detection of fires as well as NASA FIRMS, and different resources are used to map
settlements.

A third methodological challenge concerns the level of expertise required to analyse and
interpret satellite imagery. Challenges include distinguishing fires from rooftop glare or
material emitting heat and comparing imagery captured with different satellite angles at
different times of day. Not all fire damage is visible in satellite imagery, and changes in land
or buildings may look similar to burn scars while being something else entirely. Analysis of
multispectral imagery requires knowledge and experience as well.

Assigning a Confidence Level

To reflect some of these limitations, Sudan Witness applies a five-tier classification system to
indicate the degree to which events have been verified (figure 11). If active fires are
observed in satellite imagery or in verified footage, and burn scars are visible on post-event
satellite imagery, a ‘very high’ confidence level is assigned and the fire event appears as a
dark red point on the map.

If only NASA FIRMS detected heat anomalies in a village and no damage was observed in
post-event imagery, the ‘unconfirmed’ label is assigned until new information surfaces that
requires an update to the confidence level. Figure 11 shows the minimum requirements for
every confidence level.
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Case Study: El Geneina, 8 June 2023

El Geneina, the capital of West Darfur, was damaged by fires in the weeks after 15 April
2023. The first fires were detected 10 days afterwards, on 25 April 2023. Sudan Witness
identified multiple fire events in El Geneina in the period thereafter, including an event on 8
June 2023.

Step 1: Data Collection

NASA FIRMS satellites with VIIRS sensors detected three heat anomalies on 8 June 2023,
all in the hours after 12:00 noon (local time). Figure 12 shows these heat anomalies
(represented by red squares) in El Geneina in FIRMS.

Figure 12: Screenshot taken from FIRMS, showing heat anomalies in a residential area of El Geneina.
(Source: NASA FIRMS and Maptiler/OpenStreetMap contributors / Annotation by Sudan Witness)

Sudan Witness collected several videos circulating on social media in the days after 8 June
2023, allegedly depicting recent events in the city. In one of these videos, an armed man is
seen walking away from a burning house, with dead bodies in the streets and smoke rising
over the city in the background (figure 13).
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Step 2: Verification

Cloudy weather prevents analysis of satellite imagery captured that day. However, analysis
of before and after low-resolution multispectral imagery captured before and after 8 June
2023 shows new burn scars in the same area where heat anomalies were detected by
NASA FIRMS (figure 14).

Brownish burn scars are present in both images (taken before and after the alleged fires)
along the main road that runs from east to west, as is seen in a side-by-side comparison.
However, newly brownish spots appear south of the road in the image captured post-event
(image on the right in figure 14).

Figure 14: Comparison of Sentinel-2 imagery processed with a custom script based on the False Colour filter,
showing new burn scars in a residential area in El Geneina [13.434,22.4264] on 13 June 2023 (right).

(Source: Copernicus Sentinel Hub, processed with EO Browser / Annotation by Sudan Witness)

Sudan Witness was unable to find a version of the video from figure 13 uploaded before the
date of the alleged fires, suggesting that the video may have been filmed in the same area
where burn scars were observed. This insight and further analysis of the footage by Sudan
Witness were used to geolocate the video to the neighbourhood south from the main road
where fire damage was observed (figure 15A and 15B).
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fires added another level of verification, resulting in a ‘Very High’ confidence level for this fire
event on the map.

Case Study: Sekali, 29 April 2023

Sudan Witness examined an area located northeast from Nyala, South Darfur, and verified
that multiple villages were damaged by fire in April and May 2023. One village of particular
concern is Sekali, located about 35 kilometres from Nyala.

Step 1: Data Collection

NASA FIRMS did not detect any heat anomalies in Sekali after 15 April 2023, and Sudan
Witness did not identify active fires in satellite imagery. However, burn scars were observed
in imagery captured on 1 May 2023 (figure 17).

Figure 17: False Colour imagery showing Sekali [12.3057478, 25.0783753] on 1 May 2023. Scarring that may
amount to fire damage is visible in the village centre in the white box. (Source: Copernicus Sentinel Hub,

processed with EO Browser / Annotation by Sudan Witness)
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Step 2: Verification

Medium resolution satellite imagery from Planet showed similar scarring of the village on 29
April 2023. The damage was even clearer in a comparison of Sentinel-2 false colour imagery
captured on 26 April and 6 May 2023 (figure 18).

Figure 18: Comparison of two False Colour images captured on 26 April and 6 May 2023, showing burn scars in
Sekali [12.3057478, 25.0783753]. (Source: Copernicus Sentinel Hub, processed with EO Browser)

High-resolution imagery confirms that the scarring is fire damage. Google Earth regularly
updates its satellite imagery in different regions, and provides a high-resolution image of
Sekali captured on 4 May 2023, days after the first image on which Sudan Witness identified
burn scars was taken. White spots, likely ash from the burning, are visible in the exact same
area where the burn scars were identified (figure 19).
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Sudan Witness is continuing to conduct open-source investigations to further identify, verify
and report on village fires in Sudan. The methodology used by the project to do so remains
dynamic, and responsive to new ways to counter limitations in data and improve the
verification process. New findings will continue to be reflected in regular map updates.

You can access the Map of Fires in Sudan here.

If you have any questions on the project, you can email sudanwitness@info-res.org
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